ON CLOSED DIFFERENTIABLE CURVES OF ORDER
n IN n-SPACE DOUGLAS DERRY
1. Introduction* Let C n be a closed curve in real protective nspace S n whose coordinates x t (l^i<Ln+l) are given in the parametric form where xfo) are real continuous periodic functions of period 1, and q is any real number. The point with coordinates x t (έ) (l<I£<Iw 4-1) will be designated by its defining number s.
The curve C n is to satisfy the following order condition.
No hyper plane of S n contains more than n points of C n .
A simple consequence of the above condition is that any kΛ-1 (0<Lk<Ln) distinct curve points s 2 The curve C n is to satisfy the following differentiability condition. (k, s) The curves C 3 were considered by A. Kneser [2] who studied properties which are invariant to certain continuous displacements. One of his results is that the set of planes of the projective space each of which contains exactly i; (i=l or 3) points of a C 3 builds a connected set. In the present paper the methods used by Kneser are adapted to study the properties of the curves C». All the proofs make use of those lines I each point of which is included in n distinct (rc -1, s). Thus the paper is, in a sense, a study of this line system. Among 676 D. DERRY the results is a generalization of the foregoing Kneser result to n dimensions. This in turn lfeads to the result that those hyperplanes which contain less than n points of G n are exactly those hyperplanes which contain at least one line I. This result is related to a result, implicit in a paper of Scherk [4] , which states that the above hyperplanes are exactly those hyperplanes which contain certain limiting positions of the lines I.
For each point s of C n and for each integer k (0<Lk<Ln -l) a linear k-subspace
2. Multiplicities* As all the critical boundary cases involve multiple intersection points, these points will have special importance. In this section we record the definition for multiplicity and note some known results which we shall use.
The following multiplicity convention will be assumed throughout. Let s lf §2, ••• , Sj be any point system, and let s t occur Avtimes (l<^<j) in this system. A linear subspace Q is said to contain this system provided (i ( -l, S/)5£Q (l<Ii<^). A point P is said to be included in the system (n -1, s λ ), {n -1, s 2 ), ••• , Sj) Use will be made of the duality theorem of Scherk [3] which states that all the (n -1, s) build the dual of a C n . This implies that ON CLOSED DIFFERENTIABLE CURVES OF ORDER n IN rc-SPACE 677 no point P is contained within more than n (n -1, s) and also that the intersection of (n - 1, sj, (n -1, s 2 3. Notation. Throughout the paper the symbols l f Z μ will be tacitly assumed to represent lines each of the points of which is within n distinct (n.-l, s) of a given C n ; L, L μ will be assumed to represent the (n -2)-spaces with the property that every hyperplane through such a space cuts C n in n distinct points.
Where a proof involves both C n and C w _i the symbol (k, s) n^1 will be used to designate the osculating &-space of the curve C n -1 .
A construction for the lines L THEOREM 1. //, for r£>2, A and B are any two distinct points of a given line I, then curve points s i9 t h of C n exist so that Ae(n -1, s t ) 9
Be(n -1, U) (l<ii<sn) and s i <ί 1 <s 2 < .<^<^<s 1 -f 1 (=s n+1 ).
Conversely if A and B are points for which Ae (n -1, s t ), Be (n -1* ti)> Si < C^i<s 2 <ί 2 < <s Λ <ί ? ,<s 1 4-l (=8^+1), then AB is a line I. (n -1, s) ; for otherwise I would contain a point of (n -2, s), which point would be within (n -1, s) at least twice contrary to the definition of I. Therefore P(s) is defined uniquely for all s. As s moves continuously on C n in a fixed direction, P(s) moves continuously on I because (% -1, s) is continuous. Also, P(s) moves continuously in a fixed direction; for if P(s) were to experience a reversal of direction at P(s 0 ) then, in every curve neighborhood of s Q , points s £ , s R would exist so that s z <s 0 <s Λ , P{s £ ) = P(s li ). Then, as P(s) is continuous,
PROOF. Let P(s) be the intersection lf)(n -l, s). Note that Zί
and I would contain a point not in n distinct (n -1, s) contrary to the hypothesis. Let (n -1, s t ) (l<^i<jι; s^s^ ^^Si + 1 (=s w+1 )) be the complete set of (n -1, s) which contain A. As s increases continuously from s x to s 2 , P(s) makes one complete circuit of I in a fixed direction. Consequently it crosses the point B exactly once. Hence t γ exists on C n so that Be(n -1, t λ ) (si<ίi<s 2 ). Likewise within each arc s*<s< s i+1 (2<Lί^jn), a point t t exists on C n so that s έ <ί έ <s ί+1 , Be(w-1, t t ). Thus the theorem is proved.
To prove the converse, let C be any interior point of one of the segments AB of the line through A and 5, and D any interior point G78 ϋ. DERRY of the other segment. As P(s) is continuous and at least one solution P(s) = C, or P(s)=D must exist for which s x <s< £ lβ Likewise each of the 2n arcs Si<s<έί, ίi<s<s i+1 (l<lί<lw) contains at least one solution P(s) = C or P(s)=D. But as C is contained in at most n {n -l y s) there must be exactly n solutions P(s) = C. As these are all distinct and C is arbitrary, AB is a line I. The proof is now complete.
This proof of the converse, due to Dr. P. Scherk, replaces a more complicated one of my own. I should like to take the opportunity to thank him for many helpful suggestions which have contributed to the readability of the paper. 5* Hyperplanes with a given number of curve points. LEMMA 
If, for rC>β, C n _ λ is the projection of C n from one of its points s, then a line I of C n is projected into a line I of C ro _i
This is proved in [1] . LEMMA 3. For ?C>3, the projection of a C n from a line I is a PROOF. NO hyperplane through I can cut C n in more than n-2 points. This is true for n=2 as it is equivalent to the fact that a line I of C 2 cannot contain any curve points. Assume the assertion is true for C n . λ (rf>2). Let H be a hyperplane which contains L The result is clear if H contains no points of C n . Let s be a point of C n within H. Project from s. Then C n is projected into a C-i by Lemma 1, and I into a line I of C w _i, by Lemma 2, which is within the projection H of H. By the induction assumption H contains at most n-S points of C w _ lβ Therefore Ή> which contains the points C n into which these are projected together with s contains at most n -2 points of C n .
The space of all 2-spaces through I is an (% -2)-space S n -2 whose hyperplanes are the hyperplanes of the original space which contain L The elements |7, s] of S n~2 build a curve C, and C has order n -2 by the result of the previous paragraph. This implies
Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of C n and those of C. (2/3)_^p^l) exists so that it depends continuously on p, contains exactly the points t lf t 2 , ••• , t k of C n , and for which After a projection from I, a similar argument can be used to construct a hyperplane H(p) ((l/3)<ip^(2/3)) which depends continuously on p, contains exactly k points of C n9 and for which H(1IS)=H [, H(2l3) =Hi.
This proves (a) for C n . Also (b) is clear if H{p) is defined as above with the additional conditions that
The proof can now be completed by induction. For such a value i
Let ί n be a point of C n with ί n >s'. Then where s x , s 2 > ^i> ^ now represent curve points of the projection C 2 of C 3 from ί. This implies, by the dual of Theorem 1, that Pe Σ(C 2 ), and so by the Lemma that Pe Σ(C 3 ). Thus the corollary is true for 92=3. Assume it to be true for all C n _i, w>3. The result for C n then follows from the Lemma by a projection from Si if the least possible Ic==n -S and otherwise by a projection from a point of C n different from s x and s 2 . By the dual of Theorem 1, P' e Σ(Cn)> and so (a) is proved.
To prove (b), let Hf 9 H$ be any two hyperplane sequences with L μ Si2f, Ifξ^Hξ, which converge to two distinct limits H x and H 2 , respectively. By the dual of Theorem 1, βf, βf At least one equality sign must occur in this system, for otherwise PeL and so PeΣ(C w ); this is impossible as P is a boundary point of the open set Σ(C W ). We may suppose, after a possible adjustment in the notation, s 1 =t 1 . Hence s^L.
If n=2 this proves the Lemma, as
Assume it holds for all curves C w _ x , w>2. If P=s u then it is already true for C n . If Ψ^s lf project from β lβ Let C n _! be the projection of C n and P' that of P. Then FφΣ(Cn-i), for otherwise, by Lemma 4, . Moreover, p f € [«" s 3 ,..., and this space is approached by the system [βf, «f, ,<ln[ί?, ^,-,«] , where all the numbers now represent points of C n _χ. Thus P' is a boundary point of Σ(C«-i) Therefore by the induction assumption (k, s) n -i exists so that
